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Opening the 2015 RobecoSAM Forum, titled “Superhero
Investing: Integration, Impact and beyond”,
Michael Baldinger, Chief Executive Officer of
RobecoSAM, said sustainable investment could be traced
back to the 1700s when the Quakers outlawed members

for involvement in the slave trade, and
had come a long way since: “It feels
good to stand in front of $7trn of
people’s money. One out of every three
dollars is invested sustainably. The
Global Sustainable Investment Alliance
found that globally professionally
managed sustainable assets have
grown from $12 trillion to $21 trillion
in just three years between 2012-14.
These numbers are massive and make

sustainable investing one of the fastest growing sectors in
the financial markets.”

Baldinger reflected on how sustainability had shaped
the financial markets over the last 20 years that
RobecoSAM has been in business. He metaphorically
compared the output of sustainable investing to the
power of superheroes, noting that the three most potent
characteristics of a superhero are a deep sense of
responsibility and accountability, special knowledge, and
extraordinary powers.

“At RobecoSAM, we only invest in businesses that are
extraordinary, we believe sustainability gives us special
knowledge and we believe sustainable investing is
incredibly beneficial for society.”

In addition, he announced the launch of two new
products to its Impact Investing platform – the
RobecoSAM Global Gender Equality Impact and Global
Child Impact strategies (see subsequent panel discussion)
– as well as a new deeper, materiality focus on ESG
integration in investment called Smart ESG. 

Combining financial acumen with social benefit, he
said, meant that impact investing was fast becoming the
new venture capital. Baldinger said it would have as much
of a global influence on society as venture capital had on
entrepreneurs. “Impact investment will change capital
markets as we know them. A company with a negative
effect on society will find it difficult to get financing and
grow.” 

Smart ESG, he said built upon RobecoSAM’s broad
existing sustainability data, but eliminated known biases
such as market cap, industry and region to pinpoint the
most financially relevant ESG indicators for different
industries, thus sharpening the firm’s focus on financial
materiality (see subsequent breakout session).

The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

“professionally managed
sustainable assets have
grown from $12 trillion
to $21 trillion in just
three years between
2012-14 ”

Michael Baldinger

This year’s RobecoSAM Forum takes
place in Zurich on September 22-23,
2016 gathering together some of the
world’s top investors and ESG subject
experts to debate the most important
current and rising sustainable
investing matters. For further
information about the event, please 
e-mail: forum@robecosam.com 

Last year’s conference gives a clear
indication of the breadth and calibre
of discussion with specialist panels on
obesity, gender, climate change and
fossil fuel investment, big data
security, and sustainability impact. 
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The panellists said the business case for
gender equality was well known. How to
move the agenda to the next stage of

diversity implementation was now key. 

Caroline Anstey, Group Managing Director and
Global Head, UBS and Society, said it was necessary
for a company to have relevant metrics, track their

progress and make them publicly visible
with links to performance management
in order to underpin the value of
diversity that can be created.

“Management should show a
positive movement towards gender
equality and if they can’t, explain why.
Essentially, leadership needs to come

from the Chief Executive.” She stressed that throughout
the company it had to be driven by the business case. 

Anstey also said the attitude to quotas had changed:
“Eight years ago, everyone I knew was not in favour of
quotas. They all want them now.” 

Moderator Erika Karp, Founder and CEO of
Cornerstone Capital, suggested that it may not even be
necessary to go that far, adding that “the spectre of
quotas is all you need.” 

Simone Scarpaleggia, CEO of IKEA AG, talked about
how Ikea had turned around its gender balance.

“Fourteen years ago the top management at Ikea was
reflecting on succession. We were not thinking about
gender but we discovered that the top 200 positions were
held by males, in their 40s, from Sweden. 
“It was a slap in the face.” 

She said in response the senior management held a
workshop on gender equality for seven working days. “It
was a big investment and we went through all the
doubts, fears and unconscious biases.
There was a big emotional reaction.
But it prompted things to happen.”
Now, 47% of IKEA management is
women and has a strong pipeline of
talent: “It’s annoying when people still
say ‘she is promoted because she’s a
woman.’ Years ago there were only men but no-one said
they had been promoted because of their gender.”

Aniela Unguresan, Co-founder of EDGE Certified
Foundation, the global assessment methodology and
business certification standard for gender equality, also
stressed the need for leadership from the top on the
issue: “A global research study on accountability for
gender equality found that success was based on how
strongly top leadership wanted it. If it is just an
accountability measure without leadership from the top,
it is counterproductive. If senior leaders show it is a
business critical goal that keeps them awake at night, the
rest of the company will follow.”

The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

“Management should
show a positive
movement towards
gender equality ”

“Now, 47% of IKEA
management is women
and has a strong
pipeline of talent ”

Plenary panel: Debate on gender equality: 
moving beyond board composition

l to r: Simone Scarpaleggia, Aniela Unguresan and Erika Karp
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Giving answers to a multi-decade energy transition issue
is not simple. One panellist said that while it continued to
be highly profitable to burn fossil fuels the problem
would be difficult to solve, arguing that regulatory price
signals needed to be much tougher. 

The panel, speaking under Chatham House rules,
agreed that divestment from fossil fuels was not the
solution because someone else will buy the stocks. Most
investors have turned to corporate engagement, strategic
decarbonisation and green investment strategies as a
result. The panellists noted, that technical development
for climate solutions was accelerating in a dramatic
fashion but warned that the scale of transformation
needed to be speeded up massively. 

The panellists broadly agreed that the issue would
first require a social response via regulation, starting
with a universal climate agreement at COP21, a
subsequent level regulatory playing field, and then

building on that. One warned, though, that
governments were often incapable of correcting 
market externalities. It was pointed out that more 
than 70% of fossil fuel resources are
controlled by state-owned companies,
making government action
indispensable. 

One panellist said it was a tricky
balancing act for the boards of fossil
fuel companies. They need to balance
cash flows, the downsizing of business
over time and reinvestment of cash into
cleaner energy, as some have already
started to do.

Natural gas was posited as a
pragmatic transition fuel to replace coal. And the
panellists agreed that a moderate carbon price could
diminish coal mining enormously.

The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

“more than 70% of
fossil fuel resources
are controlled by
state-owned
companies, making
government action
indispensable ”

Plenary panel: The future for fossil fuel investing 

l to r: Raj Thamotheram, Ian Dunlop,Francis Condon and Bertrand Janus

Keynote: In a hard-hitting presentation, Robert
Lustig, Professor of Pediatrics, Division of
Endocrinology Institute for Health Policy
Studies at the University of California, spoke
about the health dangers of processed food,
especially sugar, and the risk to investors. He
highlighted that evidence is emerging that sugar
causes diabetes, tooth decay and heart disease. In
addition there is the environmental impact of
producing processed food, such as soil erosion. “For
years cash flows have driven investors towards
processed food,” he said. “Despite the economic
downturn of 2008, McDonald’s revenues and stock
price continued to rise, and Coke and Pepsi still fared
better than the S&P 500.” But, he said, this was changing: “In the last two years, ‘Big Sugar’ has taken a beating and
soft drink manufacturers are now experiencing an investment drought.” The obesity epidemic, he said, was costing
the global economy trillions of dollars. Investors, he said, should take note. 
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The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

Keynote: Tomas Sedlacek,
the Czech economist and
author of bestseller, the
Economics of Good and
Evil, took the pulse of the
current economy. 
“We hear the economy is
depressed,” he said.
“Depression is a medical
term. A fundamental
diagnosis is that the
economy is manic
depressed!”

He explained that the
economy had gone through
a good period of the
business cycle – mania – and
was now in a bad period –
depression. “Both are
dangerous,” he said. 

He said current growth
was based on past fossil fuel

riches, but was itself undermining future prosperity by not thinking about its future sustainability: “We are taking the
energy of the past and creating a wave of growth that is not properly ours.” He said that current debt levels extended
via quantative easing, similarly, were making the economy unsustainable: “We are taking money today from
tomorrow,” he warned. “Governments are time travelling money by fiscal and monetary policy.” 

He described it as worldwide artificial growth, based on debt. Even Germany, he said, while not increasing its
debt, was not paying any of it back. 

Sedlacek proposed that rather than the current state of the economy being an oft-repeated “crisis of capitalism”,
it was actually a “crisis of growth capitalism”. “The left and the right are saying ‘we want something else, but we
don’t know what it is’.”

“What if capitalism has given us everything it could?”
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Solange Rouschop, Global Head of Investment
Services & Sustainability, ABN AMRO Private
Banking, said clients were driving interest in sustainability
investing because they believed it was a way to make
better informed investment decisions: “It’s great to see.
We need more private money to solve issues.”

“We’ve done client research and 20% are highly
engaged and actively looking for sustainability investing.
And, 20% don’t want it. The majority are passive
sustainable investors. If it doesn’t cost too much they
want it. If the risk/return is at least equal it is an easy
decision.”

Dr. Anja Hochberg, CIO Europe, Credit Suisse, said
sustainability was a strong business line: “You don’t get to

market growth of more than 20% if
there is no client interest. They are very
interested but there is a lack of
investment opportunities.”

Urban Angehrn, CIO at Zurich
Insurance Group, agreed that
stakeholders care, and said that some
institutional investors were providing

thought leadership. “But we need to make these thoughts
mainstream. Once they are, it will move the cost of capital
for investments that consider environmental risks, and
then start moving prices.”

The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

Plenary panel discussion: the value and impact of
sustainability investing 

“You don’t get to
market growth of
more than 20% if
there is no client
interest ”

l to r: Hugh Wheelan, Urban Angehrn, Dr. Anja Hochberg and Solange Rouschop 
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Picking up the new impact fund launches announced by
CEO, Michael Baldinger, Dominik Scheck, Senior Client
Portfolio Manager at RobecoSAM, said the Global
Gender Equality Impact and Global Child Impact funds
had been developed because a clear financial case had
been identified around the themes.

The panel hear that diversity has become
increasingly important to companies and their
stakeholders in recent years. Aside from a higher
proportion of female board members, this includes
issues such as equal and fair pay as well as talent
management/fostering where RobecoSAM aims to invest
in companies that excel on the gender metrics while
showing high long-term performance potential. Olaf
Martin, Senior Portfolio Manager at RobecoSAM,
said both funds had already demonstrated positive
numbers.

Scheck explained that RobecoSAM had started related
collaborations with EDGE Certified Foundation and the
Global Child Forum. The EDGE partnership developed a
methodology to ask companies about gender equality
and the related business and financial implications. 

Maria Oldin, Managing Director of EDGE Strategy,
said gender equality went beyond the board. “It is the
representation of men and women throughout the work
pipeline that is the key to corporate
value,” she said.

On the Global Child Impact fund,
the audience heard that there were
numerous investor risks as the social and
regulatory spotlight was turned on
issues like inappropriate advertising.

Ase Backstron, Managing Director
of the Global Child Forum, said: “Children are targets
for aggressive marketing. A number of indicators need to
be addressed from a children’s rights perspective.” 

Rachel Whittaker, Senior Analyst, sustainability
investing research at RobecoSAM, said there was a
strong, but simple correlation between children’s rights,
corporate social responsibility and investment. Good
practices, she said, indicate more broadly how well
companies are managed. 

The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

Breakout session: Social impact investing: 
a roundtable on gender equality and children’s rights

“A number of
indicators need to be
addressed from a
children’s rights
perspective ”
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The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

Breakout session: “ESG integration
in emerging markets equities,
challenges & opportunities”

In this breakout workshop presentation, Fabiana Fedeli, Senior
Portfolio Manager at Robeco, said the challenges of sustainability
investing in emerging markets included limited data, reporting and
transparency. Awareness is also poor, she said, with sustainability
investing not yet a priority for governments and companies.
As a result, on average, only 25% of invited companies to the
RobecoSAM Corporate Sustainability Assessment (CSA) are from
emerging markets. Additionally, not all information is available in
English. However, she said emerging markets were catching up and
many companies now have an English corporate website and are
using accounting and reporting standards that are more in line with
developed markets.

Fedeli said Robeco is overcoming the information challenge by
increasing the coverage of the CSA, actively engaging with
companies, and via sustainability benchmarking and analysis: “Pro-
actively engaging with companies is key to overcoming ESG
challenges and generating alpha,” she said.

The team’s major focus, she said, was on material, under-
researched issues that could impact companies’ ability to create
shareholder value. Looking at potential downside risk, she explained
the two-stage process. Firstly, the manager looks at top-down
scenario analyses to see if there is any country risk premium. Second,
bottom-up analysis of stock-level ESG risk premium is factored in:
“Emerging markets may still lag developed markets, but there are
visible improvements and this makes them particularly interesting at
the moment from an ESG value perspective.”

Breakout session: Does
Sustainability Investing lend itself
to a quantitative approach within
the equity markets? 

Machiel Zwanenburg, Portfolio Manager - Quantitative
Equity, Robeco and Martijn Oosterwoud, Head of Client
Portfolio Management, RobecoSAM, examined how to construct
a portfolio that enhances both ESG and financial performance.
Zwanenburg called it “the best of both worlds”. 
They explained that the bottom-up stock selection approach of the
RobecoSAM Quant Sustainable Global Equities Strategy was based
on the results of RobecoSAM’s annual Corporate Sustainability
Assessment allied with Robeco’s financial screens and long quant
track record. Oosterwoud explained that companies with strong
sustainability performance and attractive valuation and sentiment
characteristics are overweighted relative to the benchmark, while
companies with less attractive sustainability profiles are
underweighted. The combination, they said could suit investors
wanting to gain sustainability exposure via a global equity strategy
that aims to outperform the MSCI World Index, giving it a
mainstream investment anchor. Additional key benefits, they said,
included a low-tracking-error to the benchmark, and lower costs.
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The dates for the RobecoSAM Forum 2016 are 22-23 September.
Applications are open to asset owners only and interested asset owners can apply for a space for next year by emailing forum@robecosam.com

Breakout session: Engagement challenges: 
Data privacy as a key sustainability driver

Carola van Lamoen and Danielle Essink, from RobecoSAM’s Governance and Active Ownership team said
the firm’s active ownership strategy had two major components: voting and engagement.

The objective of both is to improve corporate ESG behaviour and the risk-return profile of the company.
Data privacy is one current, topical area of related work. Using a contemporary case study, they looked at the

situation at Telenor’s business in Thailand at the time of the coup d’etat in 2014 by the military junta (NCPO). Following
the coup, more than 10 million Thai users were denied access to Facebook. The junta blamed the outage on a technical
problem, but they had actually placed a restriction on domestic telcos such as DTAC, which is 42% owned by Telenor.

When Telenor subsequently defended itself by announcing that the junta ordered the outage it was threatened with
retaliation, notably exclusion from an upcoming 4G auction, and forced to issue an apology. In the meantime, staff
were at risk and freedom of expression had been muffled. Its shares rose by 6% after the apology.

The dilemma remains: how to comply with government demands while respecting international norms like the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which ask companies to “Protect, Respect and Remedy” human rights
abuses where they can.

For these reasons, RobecoSAM views data privacy as a financially material sustainability issue. It currently has a
research engagement project taking place with 5 telecoms and 7 Internet companies looking at issues such as freedom
of expression, net neutrality and data privacy

Van Lamoen and Danielle Essink said the manager wanted to see an assessment of the relevant risks alongside the
implementation of measures to mitigate them, as well as potential partnership/collaboration where this is an industry-
wide problem.

Breakout session: 
Smart ESG integration: 
factoring in sustainability

Steven Bacon, Quantitative Analyst, RobecoSAM & Arnfried
Ossen, Senior Quant Analyst, RobecoSAM, presented the Smart
ESG integration method developed by RobecoSAM’s Quantitative
Research Team. They explained that traditional ESG scores are broad,
often aggregating hundreds of individual indicators into a single score,
and potentially diluting financially material information. 

Bacon said “You need to have a fundamental view of which of
these data points are important and what weighting you want to give
to them.” 

He said RobecoSAM’s new generation of Smart ESG scores
combined existing financial and sustainability data, with the latter
counting 2000 different indicators covering 4000 different companies -
to eliminate market cap, industry and regional biases and give a more
evidence-based ‘smarter’ ESG score based on overall business impact.

Ossen said the challenge the manager had posed itself was to
create a real evidence based sustainability score with predictive power:
“Our thesis was that in tilting the stock weightings towards
sustainability, you expect to see a better risk/return profile. The crucial
question is whether that risk and return profile is a factor of
sustainability versus other factors, because unintended exposures can
increase risk and skew the return.”

The presenters said the Smart ESG scores had proved to have an
attractive risk-return profile and low correlation to other investment
factors. The Smart ESG data, they said, had already been integrated
into the DJSI Diversified Select Family of sustainability indices.
Currently, the team is working on integrating Smart ESG across other
active and passive investment products.
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Alois Flatz, Venture Partner at Zouk Capital, spoke
about creating the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index.
He said at the time it was a challenge as few investors
knew about sustainability investing. 

Alexander Barkawi, Founder and Director, Council
on Economic Policies, said they licensed the benchmark
to asset managers and asset owners, but they were

surprised by one of its major uses: “We
didn’t know when we started how
much it would be used as an
engagement tool.”

Flatz said the concept for themed
funds came from issues such as water
scarcity/technology and energy
efficiency that had started to emerge as
issues. 

Dr. Thilo Goodall-Rathert, CIO at
Frankfurter Bankgesellschaft, said:

“It’s a story you can sell when talking about water
security. It’s the same with energy.”

Flatz said that when climate change became a major
global issue things changed dramatically. “Sustainability
investing was seen as a fundamentalist issue before. Now

the challenge is how to do impact investment in a better
way with methodological improvements. And there are
new global challenges such as obesity, migration and
population growth.”

Plenary: Ex-RobecoSAM employees reflected on
their time at the organisation

“Sustainability
investing was seen as
a fundamentalist
issue before Now the
challenge is how to
do impact investment
in a better way  ”

l to r: Christopher Greenwald, Alois Flatz, 
Alexander Barkawi, and Dr. Thilo Goodall-Rathert 
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Bas van Abel, CEO, Fairphone 
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